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yarn break elongation also indicated that there are definite lower and upper limits 
to this yarn property that can be obtained· from fibre property combinations. The 
limits indicated were 5,5% and 7,5% respectively for a single 20 tex and 6,5% and 
8,5% respectively for a single 40 tex· yarn. 

. At twist levels for maximum single yarn strength, Fiori et a/< 3 8 > reported a 
simple correlation coefficient of 0,715 between yarn and fibre break elongation. An 
increase in fibre break elongation from 6% to 10%, however, resulted in an increase 
of only 1% (6,2% to 7,2%) in yarn break elongation. These findings were confirmed 
by Louis et a/< 42> working with blends of a high and low elongation cotton. This 
may indicate the need for drastic differences in fibre break elongation if significant 
differences in yarn break elongation are to be realized. The grouping effect previous
ly observed in the relationship between yarn strength and yarn break elongation was 
not observed in the relationship between fibre and yarn break elongation. Neverthe
less, since small changes in yarn elongation were associated with relatively large 
changes in yarn strength, the importance of fibre elongation as a secondary contri
butor to yarn strength becomes obvious. 

A positive correlatio·n (coefficient -0,854) was found to exist between fibre 
resistance_ to deformation (gf/tex_ per per cent elongation) and yarn resistance to 
defon�ation <38 > . This relationship together with those of yarn elongation and 
strength, and fibre elongation and strength indicate that breeders should consider 
not only fibre strength but strength as related to elongation. 

Brown et a/<41 > investigated the yarn properties of a high-strength experimen
tal cotton and compared it with that of a Karnak and Wilds 13 variety. The impor
tant properties of these 3 cottons are given in Table 2. The experimental cotton al
though sigriificantly shorter and somewhat coarser than the Karnak (see Table 2) 
produced yarns (8,16 and 33 tex) of higher strength except those at the lowest 
twist constants [below 33 ,5 (3 ,5) for the 8 tex yarn]. Furthermore, when the 
experimental cotton was compared with the Wilds 13 variety, it produced yarns 
which were about 35% stronger for the twist constant range from 28,7 (3i00) to 
55,0 (5,75): This may indicate the possibility of substituting fibre strength for fibre 

• length without the necessity of using a high twist constant. It can also be concluded"
from these results that fibre strength iii an exceedingly important fibre property for
maintaining yarn strength for a range of medium yarn counts. In the case of finer
yarns, however, fibre strength must be complemented by fibre fineness and length
to maintain yarn strength.. 

It is known that fibres which differ. widely in elastic properties are not always
compatible in blends. The tenacity of yarns spun from such blends is basically
dependent. on the· tenacity of the· fibres. with the lowest elongation. Louis
et a/<42

• 
43 > investigated the effect of blending two cottons, with elongations at

break of7,2% and 12,3%, on yarn and cloth properties. Other fibre properties of the
two cottons were similar. Increased fibre bundle break elongation resulted in a
limited but significant increase in yarn strength, but had no effect on the twist
constant necessary for maximum yarn strength. It is interesting to note that the
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